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Chapter 3381: Best Wife Slave (4) 

 

Huang Yueli harrumphed coldly but did not push him again. 

Li Moying knew that his little fox was already done with her tantrum and immediately swooped her up 

into his arms. 

Although Huang Yueli showed a disdainful look, she did not stop him or struggle. 

Li Moying carried her into the room and let her down on the chair beside the table. 

The food on the table was still warm. Apparently, it was specially made for Li Moying who came back 

late. 

After Li Moying saw this, his lips curled upwards into a smile. Then he looked at Huang Yueli’s unfriendly 

little face. 

She might seem to be throwing a tantrum, but his wife still doted on him a lot… 

Li Moying sat down and placed the chopsticks in Huang Yueli’s hands. Then he chuckled softly, “Li’er, 

you haven’t taken your dinner, right? Let’s eat together?” 

Huang Yueli swept a lukewarm glance at him and didn’t say a word. 

Li Moying picked up an emerald fishball and stuffed it into her mouth. Huang Yueli was caught off guard 

and she couldn’t just spit it out. Hence she chewed on it angrily. But the way she bit the fishball was very 

ferocious, which made Li Moying silently break out in cold sweat. 

Li Moying hurriedly told her everything that happened in the allied armies branch while she stayed 

silent. 

At the end of his explanation, “Li’er, I know you’re angry with me concealing the truth from you. But I 

originally wanted to bring you back to the clan and show them your innate talent and ability. In that 

way, no one will object anymore. I didn’t expect those old fellows in the clan to go overboard and just 

stuff a woman to me directly. They even dare to say she’s my fiancée… what nonsense is that? I already 

have a wife!” 

Li Moying’s explanation was almost the same as what Huang Yueli initially thought. 

She nodded and said, “I guess the truth is like this too, so I really can’t blame you for this.” 

Li Moying heaved a sigh of relief as a happy look spread over his face. Just as he was about to continue 

coaxing his little fox, thinking of kissing and make-up in bed… 

“But didn’t you promise me in the past that no matter what happens, you will not hide the truth from 

me? Why did you break your promise this time again?” Huang Yueli’s willowy brows rose. 



Ever since the incident where Li Moying’s primordial spirit was torn apart, Huang Yueli was deeply 

worried that this man would try to be brave when he met with trouble. So she coerced him to vow that 

he would tell his wife everything. 

Li Moyingfelt guilty. “Cough cough, this… I thought this was just a small thing and you’re so busy with 

the sales of the Spirit Armaments, so I didn’t make to make you frustrated…” 

Huang Yueli rolled her eyes at him and snorted coldly, “Excuses! These are all your excuses!” 

Li Moying’s personality was arrogant and overbearing. He thinks that he’s a man so he should be able to 

do everything. His wife just needed to stay happy at home, without a care for all the problems he was 

facing. It was the same no matter how powerful his wife was… 

There was no way a leopard would change its spots. After so many things had happened over these 

years, Huang Yueli was now resigned to it. She was sure that he would definitely not change… 

So, she might be dissatisfied, but she wasn’t especially angry. 

Li Moying also felt that there was no way to explain this. Just as he didn’t know what to say, he suddenly 

thought of something. 

“Right, Li’er, you haven’t told me how you found out about my fi… no, Cloudy Qilin Clan doing all these 

underhanded stuff behind my back?” 

Huang Yueli’s expression darkened. “This afternoon after you left, Li Leyun personally made a trip to our 

mansion.” 
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Li Moying’s brows creased. “What?? That woman actually came here? What does she want?” 

Huang Yueli blinked, and her tone immediately turned cold. 

“What else but to show off her prowess as your fiancée to me, a “woman serving the Young Lord”? Oh, 

right. She even warned me that I can forget about marrying into the Cloudy Qilin Clan. Even if Young 

Lord was forced to accept me, I will only be a concubine.” 

Huang Yueli’s long lashes fluttered as she glanced at Li Moying with displeasure. 

However, she didn’t know that this expression of hers in Li Moying’s eyes was extremely adorable. 

Hearing her say that, Li Moying’s eyes shone slightly. He sneered, “She knows how to paste gold on her 

face. Does she really think she is my fiancée? How dare she come and disturb you… Li’er, don’t worry. I 

will deal with this matter and won’t allow anyone to make you feel aggrieved. It’s my negligence today, 

and I’m sorry.” 

Looking at his beautiful wife, his face reflected hints of guilt. 

But Li Moying was just apologizing because his wife was feeling frustrated. He didn’t think that she 

would be at a disadvantage. 



Li Leyun was just an opinionated and simple-minded woman. How could she possibly do anything to his 

little fox? Perhaps, she might even be tricked miserably by his little fox… 

Of course, this was because Li Leyun deserved it! 

As Li Moying’s thoughts were racing in his mind, he stood up and walked next to Huang Yueli. 

Huang Yueli imagined that Li Moying was a piece of braised meat so she poked at it with her chopsticks, 

torturing it with all her might. Suddenly, she sensed a shadow above her head. When she looked up, she 

realized that the man had already walked toward her. 

Huang Yueli lifted her chin and said, “You think you can get away with just an apology?” 

Li Moying could tell that she was no longer angry and was just trying to put up a brave front. His lips 

curled upward slightly as he leaned nearer to her fair little face, laughing softly, “Just an apology is not 

enough. Then… how does Li’er want me to apologize?” 

The man’s scorching breath breezed past her cheek, and Huang Yueli’s face instantly turned red. 

She pushed Li Moying and said, “Apology… you… don’t come so near. Back off a little, and let me… let 

me think…” 

Li Moying said, “Since you can’t think of any ways, let me decide how I’m going to apologize? Li’er, don’t 

worry. This Husband will definitely… satisfy you!” 

Saying that, he stretched out his hand and carried Huang Yueli up. 

Huang Yueli’s hair on her back stood on end as she realized that this pervert had been up to no good 

from the start! 

But it was already too late for her to detect danger now. 

“Let me down, let me down! Li Moying, I’m warning you. I’m very angry today, extremely furious! So 

don’t provoke me!” Huang Yueli dangled her feet as she stared daggers at her husband. 

But her expression couldn’t stop Li Moying from pecking her continuously. 

“I know you’re angry, that’s why This Husband will service you properly to quell your fury…” 

“Scram… mm, mmph, mmmph!!” 

… 

The night passed by quickly. 

On the next day, Li Moying got up early in the morning. Looking at the furious Huang Yueli, he felt pretty 

dejected. 

It seemed that there was no such thing called kiss and make-up in bed. It was all a lie because his little 

fox was still very angry! 

He would never know that Huang Yueli’s fury had changed from the appearance of his fiancée to a 

husband who had turned into a beast! 
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However, Li Moying knew nothing about it. He just pinned the blame entirely onto Li Leyun and decided 

to chase her away as soon as possible. 

He hoped that this ignorant woman would not cause any trouble again. Otherwise, he would simply 

disregard Cloudy Qilin Clan’s Clan Leader’s past gratitude towards him. 

To him, not even the clan was as important as Huang Yueli. 

Luckily, ever since their quarrel, Huang Yueli might treat him with a lukewarm attitude. But she did not 

mention that matter again. It was apparent that she trusted Li Moying to handle it on his own. 

As for what Li Moying did, Huang Yueli did not ask in detail. 

But she did not meet with any of the Cloudy Qilin Clan’s people at their mansion, no matter if it was Li 

Leyun or those two Divine Generals. None of them appeared again. 

As for Huang Yueli, she had already decided that after she closed the deal with Grandmaster Xiao, she 

would return to Cloudy Qilin Clan with Li Moying. 

However, after this accident, Li Moying was worried that she would feel aggrieved, so he proactively 

suggested going on experience learning instead. He said there was no hurry to return. 

Huang Yueli was not surprised when she heard that. She knew that Li Moying would do this, but she had 

her share of worries. 

“Moying, do you really not want to return to Cloudy Qilin Clan?” 

Li Moying rose an eyebrow with a cold expression, “It’s not time to return yet.” 

There were plenty of people who objected to his marriage. From Li Yuntao and Li Yunhai’s tone, the clan 

was not just thinking of pushing Li Leyun to him only. 

If he were to bring Li’er back now, it would make her angry again. 

Although his Li’er couldn’t possibly be bullied by other people, he didn’t want her to feel uncomfortable. 

Huang Yueli understood his intentions but after hesitating for a while, she said, “But I heard that the 

Cloudy Qilin Clan had placed high hopes in you. They hope that you can win the championship in the 

God Realm Tournament and that you could return to the clan. In that way, your cultivation speed will 

definitely be much faster than before. I… I don’t wish to drag you down.” 

Li Moying’s gaze turned even gentler as he held her hands and squeezed them slightly. 

“Li’er, you don’t need to worry about me. I know what to do concerning my cultivation plan. Your 

Husband is a god grade genius, so there’s no way that I can’t win those heaven grade geniuses, right? 

But when it’s time for the God Realm Tournament, if you use the honey trap on me, I will probably 

lose…” 



A strange look surfaced in his eyes as he spoke. He tugged her hands slightly and pulled her into his 

embrace. 

Huang Yueli looked at him speechlessly, “You… you can practically link everything to that aspect! I’m 

talking to you about proper business! Will there really be no problem if you don’t return to the clan? 

Actually, you can return and concentrate on your cultivation. As for me, I’ll just find a place to stay in 

Cloudy Qilin Continent. Anyway, I’m a Spiritual Armament Master, so I can settle down in any of the Sky 

Gem Glass Chambers.” 

Li Moying smiled slightly and said, “Li’er, you’re such an understanding person. Aren’t you afraid that 

after I return to the clan, someone will stuff eight or ten women to me?” 

Huang Yueli harrumphed as she stared at him, “Young Lord’s appetite is so huge. You want so many 

women! Be careful that your body can’t take it. When it affects your cultivation in the future, it will be 

too late for regrets!” 

This voice laced with jealousy almost made Li Moying burst out laughing. 
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Huang Yueli’s embarrassment turned into anger and she kicked him in the foot, “You… how dare you still 

laugh!” 

Li Moying hurriedly restrained his smile. “I don’t dare, I don’t dare. My dear wife, please don’t be 

angry… don’t worry about matters related to my cultivation because I know what to do. In the previous 

year, I had been cultivating in the clan. So whatever cultivation method I should master and resources 

that I should use have more or less been used up. If I want to improve further, it’s better to increase my 

experience learning chances…” 

As he spoke, he flipped his fingers and retrieved a gold-colored scroll. 

“Li’er, take a look at this.” 

Huang Yueli leaned closer and asked curiously, “What’s this?” 

Li Moying opened up the scroll and white mist instantly pervaded the air. In mere seconds, it filled the 

entire room. 

Huang Yueli’s eyes opened wide as she saw the image of a mirage. This was a three-dimensional map! 

There were many red labels on it as well, but she did not know what they represented. 

“Ah, this is…” Huang Yueli looked at the man beside her. 

Li Moying smiled and said, “I found the map to a mystic region some time ago and this mystic region is 

extremely hidden. Moreover, it’s said to be an inheritance left by a Life Profound Realm senior. Since 

there’s still half a year before the God Realm Tournament, shall we have a tour around the mystic 

region?” 



Huang Yueli originally had guessed as much. After his confirmation, she smiled and nodded her head 

consecutively, “Yay, that’s great!” 

The two of them often went on experience learning back in their days in Soaring Heavens Continent. 

Now that they arrived in God Realm, the two of them were still fighting alongside each other. 

Nothing was as exciting as this! 

The two of them happily discussed the trip to the mystic region. 

Huang Yueli had also acquired a lot of Spirit Armament materials from the Sky Gem Glass Chamber and 

started refining Spirit Armaments in preparation for their experience learning trip. 

After this period of researching and practice, she could now refine most mid grade Spirit Armaments. 

Moreover, those mid grade Spirit Armaments that were refined using her exclusive skills had much 

higher power than ordinary mid grade standardized Spirit Armaments. 

However, Huang Yueli did not intend to sell the illustrations of those Spirit Armaments, at least not now. 

Anyway, she had already earned a huge fortune from those low grade Spirit Armaments’ illustrations. 

She couldn’t bear to bring out those high grade Spirit Armaments yet. 

The current matter on hand was to pass these Spirit Armaments to a specialized person to refine. 

… 

Seven days passed by in a blink of an eye. 

This morning, Huang Yueli received a letter from Grandmaster Xiao and suddenly remembered that 

today was the day that she and Grandmaster Xiao had agreed to assess those Spiritual Armament 

Masters from various forces. 

Although Grandmaster Xiao was there to keep an eye on them, as the boss of the business, she had to 

be present for this important competition too. 

Huang Yueli told Li Moying about this and was in a hurry to leave. 

Li Moying held on to her and said, “Let me send you there!” 

Huang Yueli shook her head and said, “Aren’t you busy at the allied armies’ side? There’s no need to 

send me there since I’m already familiar with Grandmaster Xiao’s place. So, I’ll make my own way 

there.” 

After Li Moying killed Sky Devil Ruize, he received a 5-star Divine Lieutenant rank. Moreover, he had 

stopped over in Medial Arch City for such a long time, so the allied armies decided to arrange some work 

for him to handle. 

Li Moying insisted. “There’s still some time, so let me send you over first. After the competition has 

ended, I’ll go pick you up.” 
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“Well… alright then!” 

Since her husband was so attentive, Huang Yueli felt bad to reject him. 

Li Moying personally sent her to the door of Grandmaster Xiao’s residence before dragging himself to 

leave. Before he left, he subconsciously pulled Huang Yueli nearer to him and wanted to kiss her like 

normal times. 

Huang Yueli was alert and swiftly dragged him aside. 

“No way! I’m now a man! If you create trouble, all the practitioners in the Medial Arch City will find out 

tomorrow that Cloudy Qilin Clan’s Young Lord likes men!” 

Huang Yueli’s warning successfully scared Li Moying. 

She waved her hands and bade farewell to the man with a green expression. “Alright, I’m going in now. 

Be careful on your way there!” 

The man who failed in his attempt to sneak a kiss became moody, but he could only leave silently 

without grumbling. 

Huang Yueli walked in straight from the courtyard and she saw a lot of people in Grandmaster Xiao’s 

mansion. Moreover, all of them were dressed lavishly with outstanding demeanors. They were 

apparently rich or noble. 

Moreover, among these people, half of them were wearing the Spiritual Armament Master’s badges on 

their chests. The majority of them were mid rank Spiritual Armament Masters in their 30s. 

Becoming a mid rank Spiritual Armament Master at this age was considered a first-class Armament 

refining genius. 

Now, more than a dozen of them suddenly appeared at this place. This meant that various large forces 

placed a lot of emphasis on this competition today. 

Various large forces had their own information channels and had more or less obtained the news from 

the allied armies. Hence, they know the value of those illustrations that Huang Yueli had. Therefore, all 

of them sent their most talented young Spiritual Armament Masters within their forces to fight for the 

chance to win this business. 

Huang Yueli silently observed them for a while and nodded her head secretly. She was extremely 

satisfied with this scenario. 

So many forces were interested in her Spirit Armaments, so the final price that they bided would 

definitely give her a pleasant surprise. 

She thought, “Grandmaster Xiao is indeed Grandmaster Xiao. He managed to spread the news to so 

many forces in such a short time!” 

“After this matter is settled, I have to give him a big thank you!” 



Huang Yueli was still silently thinking about this as she stepped into the rear courtyard. 

After her disguise, she looked extremely ordinary and she did not pin the Spiritual Armament Master’s 

badge on her chest. Moreover, this competition was held in the name of Grandmaster Xiao, so no one 

knew about Huang Yueli’s identity at all. 

Hence, she totally did not capture anyone’s attention. 

But just as she was prepared to enter the rear courtyard, her pupils suddenly constricted. She saw a 

familiar figure — Li Leyun! 

Li Leyun was dressed in the standard Spiritual Armament Master’s long robe. The dark purple robe 

looked as though it was filled with a mysterious feeling. Accompanied by that exquisite face, it gave her 

an ethereal disposition. 

Whereas the two old men beside her were both Dao Profound Realm’s top exponents. 

Huang Yueli recalled that Li Moying mentioned that two Divine Generals from Cloudy Qilin Clan had 

escorted Li Leyun here, so she immediately guessed their identities. 

Besides, another person stood right before Li Leyun and Huang Yueli also knew who he was. He was one 

of the Sky Gem Grandmasters, Grandmaster Han, who was on good terms with Grandmaster Xiao. 

Huang Yueli stood a distance away and could just hear their conversation. 

“Young Miss Leyun, it’s been so many years since we last met! When you were young, This Grandmaster 

felt that you have great armament refining innate talent. I didn’t expect you to become a mid rank 

Spiritual Armament Master at such a young age!” Grandmaster Han praised Li Leyun to the skies. 

Li Leyun humbly replied and said, “Grandmaster Han, I’d like to find out some information from you on 

someone.” 
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Grandmaster Han asked in surprise, “Young Miss Li, who’s the person you want to check on?” 

Li Leyun opened her mouth, but just as she was about to enquire, she realized that she didn’t know 

Huang Yueli’s name. Hence she instantly went into a daze. 

She thought about it and said, “This… I also don’t know her name, but this young lady should be… a low 

rank Spiritual Armament Master who around 20 years old.” 

Grandmaster Han was stunned. “This… Young Miss Leyun, if you don’t know the name, it’d be difficult to 

check.” 

Female Spiritual Armament Masters around 20 years old might indeed be rare. However, most of the 

practitioners might look young, but their bone age might not necessarily be 20 years old. If they had to 

count these people in, that wouldn’t be just one or two of them. 

Li Leyun could only add, “This young lady looks like…” 



That gorgeous face appeared in her mind, and a burst of jealousy and hatred surged within her heart. 

She silently clenched her teeth, then said, “She looks quite outstanding, those kinds of beauty whom 

one cannot forget and can recognize on one look! I wonder if Grandmaster Han has ever met this kind of 

Spiritual Armament Master?” 

Grandmaster Han furrowed his brows and pondered for a moment. “This… a Spiritual Armament Master 

with such innate talent is originally very rare, but you also said that she has such exceptional beauty. 

This Grandmaster has never seen someone like that before!” 

“You really haven’t seen her?” Li Leyun didn’t quite believe this. “But this person had been staying in 

Medial Arch City recently. Could it be that she had never been to the Sky Gem Glass Chamber?” 

Li Leyun was slightly surprised. 

Grandmaster Han said, “This Grandmaster doesn’t go to the Sky Gem Glass Chamber every day, so it’s 

not surprising that I haven’t seen her. However, if this young lady is indeed as outstanding and beautiful 

as you described, then as long as she did turn up in the Sky Gem Glass Chamber, there would be related 

stories about her. However, This Grandmaster did not hear about this.” 

“That’s strange…” 

Li Leyun frowned, feeling rather puzzled. 

But she quickly sneered silently, thinking inwardly that she should have thought too much. There were 

rumors about Li Moying’s wife being a Spiritual Armament Master, so she really assumed that the other 

party was indeed one. 

It seemed like that woman was just boasting to others to make herself look good! In reality, she wasn’t 

any Spiritual Armament Master at all! 

She thought, “This explains why that woman doesn’t dare to attend today’s competition.” 

Grandmaster Han looked at her puzzledly, “Young Miss Leyun, may I know why are you looking for this 

Spiritual Armament Master? Without a name, it will be difficult to find her. Why not you try to find out 

the other person’s name?” 

Li Leyun felt that she had found a reasonable explanation and immediately shook her head as she 

smiled, “No issue. I only heard that she’s also here to join the competition. That’s why I just wanted to 

find out. Since you haven’t met her, it’s alright.” 

Grandmaster Han nodded and smiled upon hearing that, “Let’s not talk about other things. I’ve looked 

at the name list of the Spiritual Armament Masters who have registered for this competition, but the 

majority of them are first-class talented Spiritual Armament Masters in the Sky Gem Glass Chamber. This 

Grandmaster has the impression that the person you’re looking for shouldn’t be here!” 

After Li Leyun heard that, she felt even more delighted. Thanking Grandmaster Han, she walked into the 

competition grounds. 

The two Divine Generals behind her exchanged a glance. After a brief moment of puzzlement, anger 

surfaced on their faces! 



They had heard of the story of Li Moying’s wife being a Spiritual Armament Master from Blessed City. It 

was said that Xuan Jiuling also said she was especially amazing. 
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Originally, the two of them believed their clan’s scouts and had never once thought that this matter was 

falsified. 

When Li Leyun asked Grandmaster Han, they felt that doing this was superfluous. 

However, when they heard Grandmaster Han’s reply, both of them immediately felt uncomfortable. 

It was understandable for Huang Yueli to reject taking part in this competition, but as a Spiritual 

Armament Master, she had not even been to the Sky Gem Glass Chamber even though she had been 

staying in Medial Arch City for more than a month? This was just too strange. 

Spiritual Armament Masters would generally frequent Sky Gem Glass Chambers the most! 

No matter if it was to purchase materials, sell Spirit Armaments, or accept the allied armies’ missions to 

earn military merits, they had to do these through the Sky Gem Glass Chamber. 

So the biggest possibility for her to not show up there was likely because she was not a Spiritual 

Armament Master! 

Those rumors that were spreading were weaved just for her to marry into the Cloudy Qilin Clan. 

Li Yuntao and Li Yunhai originally were very dissatisfied with that woman who bewitched their Young 

Lord. Now that they discovered that this woman was so schematic and had done so many things 

secretly, their disgust for her instantly grew deeper. 

Even though Li Moying had already warned them not to find trouble with Huang Yueli, the two of them 

felt that the former was totally being schemed by a sinister woman, so they could not just leave things 

be. 

“How can we let things go on like this? Young Lord usually seems so shrewd and capable, but he’s 

actually being deceived by this woman!” 

“No way, even if Young Lord punishes us after this, we can’t just let things continue like this. We must 

warn Young Lord!” 

“After today’s competition, let’s head over to Young Lord’s residence to look for that vixen!” 

“That’s right. I heard that Young Lord will be at the allied armies’ branch these few days. We can take 

the chance to meet that woman and make her reveal her true colors.” 

Both Divine Generals discussed secretly. Only when they saw more and more people appearing at the 

competition grounds did they restrain their impulse to settle the problem with Huang Yueli immediately. 

Li Leyun heard Li Yuntao and his brothers’ conversation and her lips curled up uncontrollably. 

She had already attained her motive today. 



She had not expected that wretched lass to impersonate her identity as a Spiritual Armament Master. In 

fact, it was so easily exposed! 

Things were going well now. With the two Divine Generals, would that little slut dare to insist on staying 

there? She’s probably tired of living! 

Thinking of this, Li Leyun felt that she was walking on air. 

Especially when she came to the competition grounds and saw many Spiritual Armament Masters who 

had already taken their places, the smile on her lips grew wider. 

Because she met someone familiar here. 

“Tsk tsk, isn’t this Eldest Young Miss Xuan Qingling from the Black Tortoise Clan? We haven’t met in such 

a long time! The last time we met was in the mystic region, and it’s been three years since?” 

Hearing Li Leyun’s voice, a young lady dressed in an aqua green Spiritual Armament Master’s long robe 

slowly turned around. 

Xuan Qingling wasn’t that kind of ordinary beauty in the sense. Just her looks alone made one feel that 

her features were extremely bland. There doesn’t seem to be anything special about her because she 

was just too ordinary. 

But she had fair skin and gave off a fairy-like disposition, which made her look exceptionally graceful and 

noble. 

Xuan Qingling merely took a faint glance at Li Leyun and nodded her head slightly in greeting. 

Seeing the other party acting so cold, Li Leyun instantly became upset. 

Speaking of this, Xuan Qingling was also one of God Realm’s first-class heaven grade geniuses, who was 

on par with Li Leyun. 
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But Xuan Qingling wasn’t some great beauty. Her temperament was just a little more outstanding. 

Moreover, her background wasn’t very noble because she was born in one of the Black Tortoise Clan’s 

collateral relative branches. It was only because of her outstanding innate talent that she was selected 

and brought back to the clan. 

So the first time Li Leyun met Xuan Qingling, she did not think much of her at all. 

The purity of the bloodline of a genius who was one of the collateral relatives just couldn’t be compared 

to someone who was a direct descendent. 

Just like how she treated the disciples from the clan’s collateral relative branches, Li Leyun impolitely 

ordered Xuan Qingling. However, the latter’s character was extremely aloof so she wasn’t affected at all. 

Neither would she obey Li Leyun’s orders. 

Li Leyun seemed to have struck a soft nail and she became angry. 



However, before she could find a chance to exact her revenge, she realized that Xuan Qingling was not 

any weaker than her in terms of innate talent, men also paid attention to her. The number of young 

practitioners wooing Xuan Qingling was even more than those who wooed her! 

Li Leyun just couldn’t understand why. She thought, “Xuan Qingling doesn’t even look pretty. Are those 

men blind?” 

Little by little, there was only hostility left between the two of them. 

Li Leyun didn’t expect herself to meet two women who she disliked when she arrived in Medial Arch 

City. 

The first one was naturally Huang Yueli who monopolized Li Moying’s love, whereas the other was Xuan 

Qingling! 

But she usually couldn’t take advantage of Xuan Qingling. However, this time was different! 

Li Leyun walked over in huge strides and passionately said to Xuan Qingling, “Hey Qingling, why have 

you come to Medial Arch City? It’s such a coincidence. I was thinking of sending someone to look for 

you!” 

“Look for me?” 

Xuan Qingling looked at her in surprise. 

In Xuan Qingling’s opinion, they weren’t close to each other and didn’t keep in contact. Why would Li 

Leyun look for her? 

Li Leyun said with a broad smile, “I’m just… thinking of sending you a wedding invite. We’ve known each 

other for so many years so we’re considered friends. I’m going to be engaged soon, so how can I not 

invite you to the ceremony?” 

“You’re getting engaged?” Xuan Qingling’s eyes widened as she was evidently startled by this news. 

After all, Li Leyun was usually very haughty. Towards those so-called talents in God Realm, she wasn’t 

interested in any of them at all. She had also not looked at any one of them straight in the eye. 

Seeing Xuan Qingling’s surprised look, Li Leyun felt even more delighted than before. 

“Hehe, I believe various large forces in God Realm have already heard of this. Our Cloudy Qilin Clan has a 

rare god grade genius who is in Heart Profound Realm early-phase. He and Veracious Wyvern Clan’s 

Young Lord killed a Sky Devil mid-phase practitioner together! Moreover, he’s a rare handsome man… 

Oh right, based on Black Tortoise Clan’s relation with the allied armies, I believe Qingling has already 

met Brother Moying?” 

Hearing this, Xuan Qingling already guessed what Li Leyun wanted to say. A slight hint of disgust 

surfaced in the depths of her eyes. 

“I’ve met Young Master Li once when I paid my greetings to the clan’s elders in the army.” 



Hearing that, Li Leyun became even more gleeful. “Brother Moying is now famous in the allied armies. 

All the young ladies’ eyes are practically glued to him, and that’s so frustrating! Oh, right, I forgot to 

mention that the person I’m getting engaged to is Brother Moying!” 
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Xuan Qingling was totally unaffected as she said softly, “Oh? Really? Then I have to congratulate Young 

Miss Li.” 

She cultivated the <<Immaculate Maiden Sutra>> and originally didn’t have much interest in men. No 

matter how handsome the man was, he was just a skeleton to her. 

So she totally couldn’t understand why Li Leyun was so delighted. 

However, Li Leyun’s boasting was heard by the surrounding people and it caused bursts of gasps in 

admiration. 

“The rumor is actually true. Cloudy Qilin Clan really has a god grade genius! He even killed Sky Devil 

Ruize!” 

“How can it be false? Didn’t you read the war communique from the allied armies Headquarters? It’s 

posted everywhere in the streets!” 

“But.. the war communique only states that he killed a Sky Devil, and didn’t mention that he is a god 

grade genius! God grade geniuses are really so rare that I thought it was just a rumor!” 

“Now that someone from the Cloudy Qilin clan has said it, it must be true, right?” 

“This time, Cloudy Qilin Clan is going to strike it rich! God grade genius, that’s a god grade genius!” 

Those present were not just Spiritual Armament Masters. Some of them were stewards or important 

figures who had accompanied the Spiritual Armament Masters here. Hearing this news, all of them were 

shocked and they broke out into discussions. 

Hearing everyone’s praises and fawning toward Li Moying, Li Leyun felt honored and became even more 

delighted. 

The stewards present were quick-witted people. Once they heard that Cloudy Qilin Clan had come out 

with a god grade genius, they immediately formed the thought to befriend Cloudy Qilin Clan. 

After all, with a god grade genius in the Cloudy Qilin Clan, they would become the champion among the 

12 God Clans in the next thousands of years. If they didn’t take this opportunity to get on good terms 

with Cloudy Qilin Clan, then what should they wait for? 

Moreover, the god grade genius’s fiancée was standing right in front of them! 

There were plenty who had this thinking in mind. Very soon, a bunch of people crowded beside Li Leyun 

and started to fawn on her. 



“This must be Cloudy Qilin Clan’s Young Miss Leyun, right? We’ve heard of Young Miss Leyun’s fame 

long ago. I must say that after meeting you in person, you’ve really lived up to your name! Indeed one of 

God Realm’s Four Great Beauties! No wonder the god grade genius has fallen in love with you!” 

“What do you guys know? Young Miss Leyun isn’t just famous for her beauty, her innate talent is also 

one of the tops in the entire God Realm! Only a genius like her is compatible with the god grade genius!” 

“They are truly a match made in heaven!” 

Li Leyun was especially happy to hear their praises. 

She thought, “I knew it! Only a talented young lady like me is compatible with my Brother Moying! So 

many people here think in the same way too!” 

“No matter how that vixen tries to seduce Brother Moying with her looks, she will never be able to gain 

everyone’s acknowledgment!” 

“Young Miss Leyun, you came today… could it be that you’re also here to attend Grandmaster Xiao’s 

competition?” Someone suddenly recalled the objective for coming here today and voiced his question. 

Li Leyun nodded and smiled. “That’s right, I’m here to represent our Cloudy Qilin Clan! As a mid rank 

Spiritual Armament Master, I have received the clan’s careful training. So I’m here to take part in the 

competition and fight for my clan’s glory!” 

“Haha, I see. Wow, so… Young Miss Leyun is also a Spiritual Armament Master!” 

“Young Miss Leyun is so amazing! Such innate talent can only make one envy you!” 

Hearing Li Leyun’s declaration, many of them started to hesitate, in addition to their admiration for her. 
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Weren’t they fawning on Li Leyun just a moment ago? 

In a blink of an eye, they were going to compete with her over Grandmaster Xiao’s business? Wouldn’t 

they be offending her for sure then? 

But if they had to give up like this, no one could bear to do so. 

Li Leyun swept a glance at them and seemed to have guessed their thinking. However, she wasn’t overly 

concerned about these competitors. 

As Grandmaster Xiao was an old fogey, the competition he held was extremely fair and just. So the Spirit 

Armament illustrations that would be used in this competition would uniformly be released five days 

before. 

According to the rules, each contestant must conduct their research individually when they received 

their illustration. They should not receive any external help at all. 

Li Leyun originally felt that it was just a low grade standardized Spirit Armament, so it wouldn’t take any 

effort at all. 



However, after she saw the illustration, she realized that the armament refining method in the 

illustration was different from what she had come across previously. If she really had to practice it on 

her own, the difficulty was extremely high. 

They were just given five days, so it was impossible to refine any satisfactory finished products at all. 

But Li Leyun wasn’t baffled by this as she had her ways. 

Cloudy Qilin Clan helmed a powerful presence in the allied armies and for Li Leyun to win the 

competition, she specially begged Li Yuntao and Li Yunhai to find a Spiritual Armament Master who had 

already undergone training, to impart the armament refining sills to Li Leyun. 

Both Divine Generals were upright men so they originally weren’t willing to do this. 

But when they came to Medial Arch City, Li Moying refused to accept the marriage arrangement from 

the clan and even threatened them by saying he would leave the clan as his bargaining chip. 

This made both Divine Generals extremely worried. 

Considering that Li Leyun indeed needed to stand out in this competition and let Li Moying know the 

benefits of having a fiancée with outstanding talent, both Divine Generals make up their minds to make 

an exception and found a Spiritual Armament Master for Li Leyun. 

With the allied armies’ Spiritual Armament Master’s help, Li Leyun had finally refined a passable Spirit 

Armament after five days of hard work. 

Hence, Li Leyun was said to be filled with confidence to show up today. 

Without the exclusive conditions that she had, it was impossible to master such a complicated 

illustration. Today’s competition… she would definitely win for sure! 

Thoughts were racing past Li Leyun’s mind and her lips curled up slightly. She intentionally said humbly, 

“Seniors, fellow Spiritual Armament Masters, don’t worry. Although we Cloudy Qilin Clan is the most 

beneficial clan among all the forces in today’s competition, we must follow the competition’s principles 

and compete fairly. Please do show your true ability! I believe that as long as I have sufficient ability, I 

will be able to emerge as the final victor.” 

Her words were said gracefully which reflected her magnanimous side, and also extremely strong 

confidence. 

Everyone revealed looks of admiration when they heard her words. 

“She’s indeed Cloudy Qilin Clan’s aristocratic young lady. This bearing and temperament leave us in the 

dust with no hope of catching up!” 

“Isn’t that so? No wonder Young Miss Li can become the god grade genius’s fiancée!” 

“With the god grade genius and Young Miss Li as his capable wife, Cloudy Qilin Clan is running into good 

luck!” 

Li Leyun was especially delighted to hear the others talking. She also took some time to look at Xuan 

Qingling delightfully. 



However, Xuan Qingling simply ignored her and was busy arranging the materials that she brought 

along. 

 


